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Ireland 1965-68

As noted in the previous notes (A.J. 72. 157), in 1965 the great Spillikin on
Camaderry, Co. Wicklow came down, leaving the crux pitch about 20 ft
longer and much harder. After many attempts to lead the new section it
finally went to E. Goulding, using two pitons below the first overhang. The
adjoining climb, Fanfare, is now much harder. A few new climbs were done
at Camaderry and a new revised guide to Co. Wicklow is being prepared.
Having been out of print for many years Bill Perrott's excellent little duplicated
guide to Luggala has now been reprinted with climbs like the magnificent
Spearhead added.

Another duplicated edition of the Ben Corr guide is also now available, having
been produced in answer to renewed interest in this huge cliff, particularly
from British climbers. Seventh Heaven (HS, 1000 ft), is still the most popular
climb, and is a fairly serious lead considering the scarcity of protection and small
stances. In 1967 A. J. Maxfield and G. Dixon did Klepht (730 ft, VS). This is
described as a serious and exposed climb taking an obvious crack up the East
wall of the Central Buttress. A new area with excellent gabbro-like rock was
developed in the west, namely Gowlan Coom in the Maumtrasna range. In
1967 eight new climbs up to 300 ft and HS standard were made, and in 1968 a
few more were added.

There were a number of developments in Co. Kerry. A few climbs up to
severe in standard were made on the slabs in the coom above Lough Reagh
near the Climbers' Inn, Glencar. There is a huge unclimbed wall here which is
a challenge. Other cooms visited and each yielding a climb were Coom Fhasaig,
Coom na Cronid, Coom a Lougha and Coomnacronia, where Garlic (420 ft, S)
was climbed.

In Co. Donegal there was less activity than in the early 60S, but several new
hard climbs were done and many older hard routes were repeated. In Glen
\ eagh, E. Gaffney and P. O'Leary added Symbol (400 ft, VS) to the handful of
climbs on the main face. On Bingorm East, Toraigh (430 ft, VS mild), was done
by Miss E. Healy and P. O'Halpin with P. O'Leary and S. Rothery adding an
alternative 80 ft fourth pitch. The sea cliffs of Co. Antrim at Fair Head are
receiving a lot of attention and a number of high-standard routes are reported.
An astonishing number of new climbs have been made in the Mournes on the
granite tors, aJ1d a completely new revised guide is being prepared. Many of
the climbs here are of a high standard, as at Pigeon Rock where there are half a
dozen VS routes or harder. Long climbs of a high standard are rare in the
Mournes, but two are reported on Eagle Mountain. These are Great Comer
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(300 ft, V ) by Torrans, Jenkins and Merrick, and Musical Cmcks (3CO ft, X )
by Torrans and Moore. Sean Rothery
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